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ACC Liverpool is an award winning

Location

iconic building standing on Liverpool’s

ACC Liverpool sits in a waterside location at the heart of the city and adjacent to
a World Heritage Site. There are a wealth of amenities within a 15 minute walk,
including Liverpool One shopping centre, bars and restaurants.

world famous Mersey Waterfront. It sits
alongside the Grade I listed Albert Dock
making this venue truly special among
its stunning location.
Since opening, the ACC has been
awarded the ‘Excellence in Business
Tourism’ (at the NWDA regional tourism
awards) securing a reputation as one of
the leading multi-purpose venues in the
UK.

The Property
t ACC Liverpool is made up of the BT Convention Centre and the Echo Arena
t ACC Liverpool cost £164 million to build
t The BT Convention centre house a 1,350 auditorium, 18 breakout rooms and
3,725 m2 of exhibition space.
t Echo Arena has an 11,000 capacity
t 8 catering concessions
Unique Features
ACC Liverpool is a unique conferencing facility, being the only interlinking arena
and convention centre complex under one roof in Europe. Its facilities are second
to none and really make the centre stand out as one of the leading complex
centres in the UK.
Each room is equipped with the latest telecommunications and data network,
cabling infrastructure, wireless LAN, digital audio visual facilities and acoustic
panels on the walls for excellent sound clarity.
Transport
the city centre that will take approximately 20 minutes. Alternatively you can get
minute walk of ACC Liverpool.
Liverpool Lime Street Station is the main train station into the city and a journey
from London can take as little as 2 hours. ACC Liverpool is a 20 minute walk from
Lime Street or a short taxi ride. You could even catch the CityLink bus which
operates directly to the ACC.
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